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About CSE-2020
Communication is a social need for an individual, and it is
the lifeblood for a splendid work culture. Today it is not

Course Contents:

One Week Workshop
on



Communication Styles and Effective Communication



Presentation Skills



Political Correctness

With globalization and the prevailing economic scenario,



Emotional Intelligence

even the Public and Government sectors have to operate in a



Motivation and Work Culture

rapidly



Effective Leadership
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Team Work and Building Relationships



Career Planning and Development

Objectives:



Self Development

To achieve all these, and to meet a growing demand for



Organizational Values and Ethics

sufficient enough just to have the technical ability to do our
job.

We

need

to

possess

interpersonal

skills

to

communicate, motivate, organize, counsel and negotiate.

changing,

turbulent

and

highly competitive

environment. Organizations/Companies have to harness
their employees’ skills, knowledge and attitudes to ensure
quality and quantity in every aspect of work.

effective communicators to acquire the art of practicing
interpersonal skills and to succeed at the workplace, this
workshop has been designed with the following objectives:
1.

To equip students with basic skills necessary for

This intensive workshop has been designed for B. Tech
students of the Institute who are about to join an organization or

communication skills, enhance their working relationships and

communication and interpersonal skills in both professional

gain heightened level of performance through assertiveness and

and personal lives.

influence.

enable

the

participants

to

develop

Registration:

the everyday challenges of the workplace.

There will be no registration fees. However, number of

To discuss and describe the main employability skills

participants would be limited to 50 only. Admission to the
workshop is purely first come first served basis.

for beginners.
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their

interpersonal competence that will help them to prepare for

4.

(CSE-2020)

Who Can Apply:

the young professionals seeking to improve in career and their

To

Employability

Roll No.:__________________________________

To bring about an understanding of the importance of

3.

for

preparing to face interviews. The course is highly essential for

getting, keeping and doing well on a job.
2.

Introduction to Communication Skills

(Signature of the Applicant)

About Kurukshetra
Kurukshetra, steeped in history and mythology, is a place of
great spiritual significance where Lord Krishna delivered the
divine message of Shrimad Bhagwat Gita. This place from
where knowledge spread far and wide was chosen as his
capital by King Harshwardhana. It is one of the premier
Centre of pilgrimage, attracting devotees in a steady stream
all-round the year. Kurukshetra is a railway junction on the
Delhi- Karnal-Ambala section of the Northern Railway. It is
about 160 kms. from Delhi. The Institute is about 10 kms
from Pipli, a well-known road junction on the Sher Shah Suri
Marg (NH-1), and about 5 kms from Kurukshetra Railway
Station.

About the Institute
National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra, one of the 31
NITs in the country, is a premier center of learning and
research in various disciplines of Engineering and
Management. It trains and develops high caliber
professionals to serve not only the country but also the world
at large. Established in 1963 as an REC- a joint enterprise of
the Government of India and the Government of Haryana the college was elevated to a National Institute with Deemed
University status in June 2002. The Institute has made rapid
strides in expanding and upgrading facilities, enhancing the
quality of education and strengthening the linkage with
industry. The Institute Alumni are well placed in reputed
organizations in India and abroad.
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Convener
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Coordinator
Dr. Shahida
(Assistant Professor, Deptt. of Hum. & SS)

About the Department
The Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, one of
the thirteen teaching Departments of the Institute is devoted
to fulfill the mission of imparting quality education in
Humanities and Social Sciences that develops innovative and
competent engineers who are socially responsive citizens and
can undertake research that generates prime knowledge for
the growth of industry and society and futuristic knowledge,
focusing on the socio-economic needs. The Department is
continuously involved in expanding the teaching-learning
process to integrate humanistic values and social concerns
with technical education. The Department provides doctoral
(Ph.D.) facilities in the areas of English, Economics,
Psychology, Management and Intellectual Property Rights.
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